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Abstract
Dependency management remains a major challenge for all forms of software. A program implemented in a given environment typically has many implicit dependencies on programs, libraries, and other objects present within that environment, so that is virtually guaranteed to break when moved to another environment. Workflows particularly suffer from dependency management problems, precisely because they tie together multiple independent programs into a coherent whole. To address this problem, we propose applying the old idea of a linker into the new context of workflow systems. We have implemented a linker for the Makeflow workflow system, and extended the concept to apply recursively to executables and scripted languages within the workflow. We evaluate the system by applying it to a selection of bioinformatics workflows including BLAST, BWA, and SHRiMP, enabling them to be moved across multiple computation environments.
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Where to get it?
http://www.nd.edu/~ccl
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Additional Examples
BWA, Biocompute[6], Matlab, SHRiMP, SSAHA

Challenges
- Which files should be collected?
- Minimizing data transfer
- Requirements for scripting languages
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http://biocompute.cse.nd.edu
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